
SEEK SCAN™- SIMPLE SCREENING FOR SAFER COMMUNITIES

Features:

SEEK SCAN™
PART #MHS-YW-AAA

HELPS BUSINESSES, INSTITUTIONS AND VENUES REOPEN A SAFER ENVIRONMENT
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Seek Scan™ is a simple, low-cost, thermal imaging system
designed to automate body temperature screening using
skin temperature as a proxy. With ±0.3°C (±0.5°F) accuracy
and the inclusion of a reference heat source, Seek Scan
delivers the same performance as an infrared temporal
thermometer – but with a safe social distance.

The Seek Scan™ process provides an additional layer of
preventive screening and delivers more peace of mind to
businesses, institutions and participants.

Perfect For:
- Small, Medium and Large Businesses
- Factories and Warehouses
- Hotels and Restaurants
- Healthcare Facilities
- Venues, Theaters and Arenas
- Nursing Homes
- Schools and Daycares
- Gyms and Other Sports Facilities

Accurate, automated and affordable 
Same performance as a temporal thermometer, but with a safe social distance 
Specifically designed and calibrated for skin temperature measurement 
Uses a reference heat source for high accuracy
APIs available for access control, VMS and other network capabilities
Meets FDA Guidelines for initial body temperature assessment

Manufactured in the USA & NDAA compliant
*Patents Pending

Set up Seek Scan™ in minutes using two
tripods and Windows PC. 
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Fast, Automated Screening
In seconds, the system automatically detects 
a face, finds the most reliable spot to measure
and displays a pass/fail alert

API Integration
Send alarm events over a network to trigger
your access control and video management
systems to automate and improve office safety
procedures

Easy to Install & Easy to Use
Start scanning in minutes using two tripods and
a Windows PC (not included)

Designed and Calibrated for Skin Temperature
Unlike typical industrial thermal cameras, Seek Scan™
was developed for precise skin temperature
measurement and also includes a fixed heat source 
that maximizes accuracy

Enables Social Distancing
Delivers the same performance as a temporal
thermometer – but with a safe social distance

Affordable
Affordable thermal screening system that meets FDA
guidelines for initial body temperature assessment
during the Covid-19 Public Health Emergency
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KEY FEATURES

SEEK SCAN™
PART #MHS-YW-AAA

SKIN TEMPERATURE VS BODY TEMPERATURE
Seek Scan™ measures skin temperature as a proxy for body temperature.

Skin temperature is typically a few degrees less
than body temperature. Similar to an infrared
temporal thermometer, Seek Scan™ uses skin
temperature to provide an estimated body
temperature.

Seek Scan™ is programed to measure the most
reliable parts of the face to produce the best
results with high accuracy.

A person’s skin temperature may vary based 
on a variety of circumstances such as ambient
temperature, sweat and eyewear. For this
reason, Seek Scan is intended for indoor use
only and in environmentally controlled rooms.

Distance is critical to performance. We
recommend marking the floor with tape or
decals to ensure all subjects are measured from
the exact same distance and while positioning
the subject next to the heat source.

Here are a few things to know about skin temperature measurement.
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TECHNICAL SUMMARY

What's in the box?

- Camera
- Camera USB-A Cable
- Fixed Heat Source
- Fixed Heat Source Power Cable
- USB Stick with Seek Scan Software
- Quick Start Guide & Warranty

*Tripods and Windows PC not included

* Seek Scan should not be used to diagnose or exclude diagnosis of COVID-19 or any other disease or condition.
   Specifications and undocumented specifications are subject to change without notice or liability.
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